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Bringing Policy into Practice:
An ESL Bridge Pilot
By Kelley R. Keith, Associate Dean of Adult Basic Skills,
Mt. Hood Community College;
formerly Teacher on Special Assignment, Oakland Adult and Career Education
The process included
Adult education programs across the country have been
• Gaining an understanding of the students
shifting to delivery systems that are focused on preparing
each program serves and the courses that
adult students to be college and career ready for the 21st
support their learning
century global economy. At the 2011 California Council for
• Investigating best practices and current
Adult Education/Commission on Adult Basic Education
research from the national field
national conference in San Francisco, educational leaders
• Narrowing our ideas about where to begin our
presented successful strategies for transitioning students,
work
and methods for embedding 21st century skills into the
• Selecting the best practices that make sense
curriculum. While all participants were buzzing with
for our agency
enthusiasm, for many Californians, the struggle to survive
• Forming professional learning communities to
the current fiscal climate added additional urgency.
continue the work in the upcoming year
One of the questions that’s raised frequently in our work to
The result was a shift from programs that worked relatively
articulate our programs, bridge our classes, and transition
independently to programs collaborating to produce an
our students is this: How can we restructure our programs
informed list of recommendations, with the intention of
without dedicated funding? And yet, how can we not try?
integrating the programs with each other. This laid the
foundation for the work slated to begin during the
While restructuring within the current economic climate
2009–2010 school year.
presents many challenges, there are some programs and
practices that hold promise. During the 2009–2010 school
Planning and Logistics
year, Oakland Adult and Career Education (OACE) designed
and pilot tested an Integrated Programs pathway model.
Following the recommendations established during the
This article explains the process, planning and logistics,
summer-long professional development institute, ESL and
curriculum development, and implementation of the OACE
CTE began the first Integrated Programs pilot, with
ESL bridge pilot, which uses an integrated programs
involvement from ABE, GED, and high school counselors.
pathway model.
The initial plan was to establish a pathway for our ESL
students who were interested in the Healthcare and Office
The Process
Occupations pathways. For most of our ESL students this
needed to include basic math, academic reading and
Oakland began the restructuring process by inviting
writing, and GED-prep classes.
teachers and administrators from all program areas to
participate in a summer-long professional work group
Embracing the spirit of backward planning, we established
charged with providing input into the restructuring of our
a calendar that began with the instructional start date and
agency.
Continued on page 10
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Jacques LaCour
Director, CALPRO

Dear Colleagues:
Professional development has been my professional
passion for many years, so I am thrilled by the opportunity
to serve as the new CALPRO director. Mariann FedeleMcLeod, CALPRO director since 2008, remains on the team
as a senior consultant. With the added talents of
newcomers Dr. Cherise Moore and Dr. Marcela Movit (see
bios on p.15) the field will experience a seamless
continuation of services.
Adult education finds itself simultaneously in survival
mode and in reform mode. During such uncertain times, it
may seem counterintuitive to implement new schoolbased infrastructures for professional development;
however, professional development, when well structured
and properly sustained, is perhaps the most powerful
vehicle for ensuring survival and meaningful reform. Hayes
Mizell of Learning Forward states that school system
leaders should pose four basic questions to guide
professional learning. The following is taken from his blog
post:
"What do the performance data of our students reveal
about the learning needs of our teachers and principals?"
While professional development can serve many purposes
in a school system, its most important purpose is to
increase the knowledge and skills educators need to help
students learn what is necessary to meet academic
standards. Understanding the gaps in students' learning
should inform the content of educators' professional
development. This works best when educators use data
from the students they teach, rather than when the school
system
prescribes
one-size-fits-all
professional
development based on a study of system-wide data.
"How are we organizing professional development so it
causes our educators to take greater responsibility for their
students' learning?" When school system leaders identify a
problem, and use professional development to address it,
teachers and principals are usually passive participants.
They don't own the problem and may not commit to
solving it. It is important to organize professional
development in ways that engage educators in
understanding more about their students' learning needs
and how the educators' practices relate to those needs. If
educators take responsibility for student performance and
hold themselves accountable for it, they will be more likely

to engage in and use professional development to increase
student learning.
"How are we organizing professional development so it
causes our educators to learn from each other's successes,
and to collaborate to learn from experts elsewhere?" In all
school systems, some teachers are much more effective
than others. For their subject or grade, the achievement
gap among their students may even be much less than in
other classes. Professional development that draws on the
expertise and experiences of these educators will in most
cases be more relevant, credible, and cost-effective than
contracting with an external consultant.
"What is the evidence that our professional development
is increasing educators' effectiveness in ways that also raise
levels of student performance?" Professional learning has
limited value if educators don't develop new learning that
is relevant to their students' needs, and if they don't apply
that learning to benefit their students. Yet few school
systems systematically document whether and how
professional development increases what both educators
and students "know and can do." Collecting and publicizing
evidence about the results of professional development is
essential to improve and sustain it.
Mizell argues that “school system leaders can help focus
professional development by asking these questions again
and again —and demanding solid answers.”
CALPRO can help you focus your efforts: our Professional
Learning Communities Institute is the centerpiece training
for those ready for major changes in school culture and
operations. Communities of Practice modules are designed
as self-contained collaborative learning experiences.
Educators can also take advantage of our growing library of
online training to acquire new skills that will help address
students’ identified learning needs. You’re not alone when
it comes to planning and offering high-quality learning
experiences. The CALPRO staff looks forward to assisting
with your professional development needs.
Source
Excerpt from “Four Guiding Questions for Professional Learning,” by
Hayes Mizell, blog post May 23, 2011. Reprinted with permission of
Learning Forward, www.learningforward.org. All rights reserved.

State of the Field
Debra Jones
Former Administrator, Adult Education Office
Let me take this opportunity to thank you for the honor of
serving as your state director for four years. I have spent
some time reflecting on the last few years while looking
forward with anticipation to a transformed adult education
system. While we are challenged to change, some things
remain true. I came across the first speech I made as state
director of adult education in October 2007, and want to
share excerpts with you in recognition of your leadership.
Adult education is in transition and we have a great
opportunity to become partners in predicting and
defining the future of adult education, and to change
the world as we know it. We must foster a vision and
speak with one voice to lead the field of adult
education forward in this 21st century.
Today, I want to talk about transformation. How do
we get from reinvention to transformation? What is
transformational leadership?
Transformational leadership is about how to mobilize
others to want to get extraordinary things done in an
organization. It is about the practices leaders use to
transform values into action, vision into realities,
obstacles into innovations, separateness into
solidarity and risks into rewards. It is about leadership
that creates the climate in which people turn
challenging opportunities into remarkable successes.
This is the leadership that will carry us into tomorrow.
We are architects of change. We are the builders of
the future. Transitional change involves reframing —
challenging ourselves and others to reshape our
patterns of thinking and behavior so that we are
capable of doing things differently — or doing
different things. This is the level of process analysis
where we become observers of ourselves, asking,
“What is going on here? What are the patterns?” We
begin to see that we are part of a system of
interactions, or that our organization is part of a
system of interactions, and that we can impact the
system by our own actions and behavior. This is
transitional leadership that leads to transitional
change. It is not enough to be able to identify
patterns and themes and their interaction in the
system. I used to think it was enough. But as I’ve
grown as a leader I have learned a new lesson about
change. Transformational change is a paradigm shift.
Change at the transformational level creates a shift in
the context or point of view about ourselves and our

work. Leaders committed to transformational change
purposefully alter the very relationships that define
their organizations: relationships with customers,
with employees, and with competitors, and the
internal relationships between working units. Unlike
the managers of transitional change, the success of
these leaders depends upon personal trust and faith
as well as on managerial control, vision and analysis,
learning and knowing, and invention and tradition.
While change at the incremental and reframing levels
is common, change at the transformational level is
more challenging. Robert Hargrove defines
transformational leadership as “empowering people
to transform who they are and reinvent themselves
by helping them to see how their frames of reference,
thinking, and behavior produce unintended
consequences. This work involves encouraging
people to surface and question the way they have
framed their points of view about themselves, others,
or their circumstances with the idea of creating a
fundamental shift.”
The work of Kouzes and Posner lays the foundation
for transformational leadership. They set forth five
guiding principles:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Model the way
Inspire the vision
Challenge the process
Enable others to act
Encourage the process

Model the way: Model the behavior that is expected.
Be clear about your guiding principles. Then find your
voice and clearly and distinctively give voice to your
values. Words are not enough —they must be backed
by deeds. Words and deeds must be consistent.
Leaders go first; they tell stories that make values
come alive and are visible during times of uncertainty.
Inspire the vision: The dream or vision is the force
that invents the future. Leaders gaze across the
horizon of time. Leaders have the desire to make
things happen, to change the way things are, to
create something that no one else has ever created.
In some sense we live our lives backward. We see
pictures in our mind’s eye of what the results will look
like. And like an architect we draw a model.
Continued on page 16
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by E. Lynne Nicodemus, Vice Principal
Pittsburg Adult Education Center

Adult education in California is in transition. Economic
forces that go beyond California and even the United
States’ borders continue to impact our programs and
demand that we re-fashion the face of adult education.
These economic forces are global—characterized by
volatility, uncertainty, complexity, and ambiguity.
However, by understanding their far-reaching implications
and addressing them through policy and practice, we can
ensure that our adult education programs provide viable
educational services that align with and serve the
recognized needs of our time. To attract funding and
support from the state and federal fiscal streams, our
programs must clearly demonstrate their intrinsic value to
this global economy.
At the 2011 CCAE/COABE national conference in San
Francisco, Dr. Frank Benest, a noted consultant on
“rightsizing” public organizations, outlined key
characteristics of the current global economy and their
implications for adult education:
Everything is connected
Implication: Adult education programs must be a
cohesive, articulated, productive part of the educational
and workforce systems.
Work gets done anytime, any place
Implication: Adult education must educate our students to
be responsible, flexible, and independent—many of them
may not work in the traditional workplaces overseen and
directed by a boss.
Labor is a global commodity
Implication: Adults in the United States are in competition
with workers around the world. If their knowledge and
skills are not competitive, they will struggle to succeed.
Technology is changing all work
Implication: Adult students must be comfortable with
using technology for life and work; they must acquire the
technology skills needed for their future jobs.
Routine tasks are automated and work becomes more
complex
Implication: Adult students must gain the capacity for
higher level thinking skills and the skills needed to
continually solve new problems and upgrade knowledge.

Information is accessible to everyone
Implication: Workers will be required to know how to
search for information essential to their jobs and lives—
online, in libraries, and elsewhere.
Skills to accomplish traditional jobs are upgraded
Implication: Adults already in the work world will need to
retrain and gain new skills to keep their jobs. New,
incoming workers will face a different workplace than that
of their parents.
No one can accomplish anything alone
Implication: Adult students must learn how to work
effectively with others as part of a cohesive system.
Service and knowledge transactions dominate
Implication: Workers will need to be customer-oriented,
with the ability to identify and communicate relevant
knowledge effectively in a variety of ways.
Job occupations have polarized
Implications: Tier 1 (high skill, high wage) and Tier 3 (low
skill, low wage) jobs are on the rise. Because of automation
and off-shoring, Tier 2 jobs (high school degree plus some
technical training) are declining.
It is evident from this profile of the global economy that
even low-skilled jobs of the future will require workers to
possess a wider range of basic skills to deal with a
multifaceted, quickly changing, and uncertain job market.
Dr. Benest also identified four policies that will focus the
planning of adult educators in productive ways:
Policy One
To deal with the complex education our students must
acquire, it is essential to integrate technical skills and use of
information technology (IT) and soft skills (such as
flexibility, communication, and collaboration) into literacy
education (contextualized learning). Teaching job skills
and teaching basic reading, writing, and math skills should
no longer be seen as separate subjects taught in separate
classrooms, but should be integrated together and should
include technology. Technology hardware and software
quickly becomes obsolete, so the ability to integrate
literacy with soft and hard workplace skills enables adults
to develop the learning agility to continually acquire new
skills as needed.

Adult Education Policies:
Meeting the Needs of the Global Economy
Continued from page 4
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Policy Two

Policy Four

With the demands of the global economy, teacher
education will need to become a larger part of our
programs. We must shift more resources to ensure our
teachers have the knowledge and skills to provide
contextualized education and possess knowledge of the
needs of the global economy so that they can lead our
students effectively. A study, “How the World’s BestPerforming School Systems Come Out On Top,” looked at
schools around the world (Barber, 2007) and concluded
that the main driver of high performance was the quality
of teachers. As the stakes rise in ensuring that adult
students receive the best education needed to make them
ready for a global economy, our effort to make sure
teachers can take them there are essential.

Adult educators must cross boundaries and turn stakeholders into partners. Adult education can’t meet the
challenges alone. It needs to form committed partnerships
by:
• Developing rapport and relationships first
• Practicing “positive regard”
• Listening to and integrating partners’ interests into
planning
• Finding ways that partners can contribute resources
• Framing solutions differently for different partners
Adult education leaders must take the initiative to seek out
partners for student support services, to create career
pathways, and to transition students into postsecondary
schools and jobs.

Policy Three
Adult educators need to use entrepreneurial thinking and
behaviors as well as teach them to our students. These
skills enable us to look beyond the immediate job and ask
questions such as these:
1. What are the problems and challenges being
faced by our customers or organization?
2. What do we need to do to address these
challenges?
3. What is the most effective way to market our
products and services?
4. How can we add more value to our products
and services?
This type of entrepreneurial thinking can be used to design
innovative solutions for the challenges faced by the retiring
generation of baby boomers. Many baby boomers, still
healthy and active as they transition to retirement, are
seeking “encore” careers. One way adult education could
address this challenge and market new services is by
offering classes in coaching, operating home businesses, or
using visual media. These courses would help baby
boomers find creative ways to use the skills they have
gained through their rich life and work experiences.
Adult education also needs to use its entrepreneurial
creativity to rebrand itself. It needs to move away from the
image of only providing education for immigrants and
drop-outs and instead emphasize messages such as,
“Everyone needs to continually upgrade and retool skills,”
and “Adult education provides skills to enhance America’s
productivity and competitiveness and promotes prosperity
for the whole community.”

Cheryl Keenan, the director of the U.S. Department of
Education’s Office of Vocational and Adult Education
(OVAE), echoed Dr. Benest’s key point in her keynote
address at the 2011 CCAE/COABE conference: adult
education must respond to the needs of the global
economy if it is to survive. One role for adult education in
the 21st century is to support the economy by providing
workforce skills training. A key part of demonstrating
benefits to the economy is tied to preparing and
transitioning adult education students to postsecondary
education. Keenan believes that adult education programs
must prepare students for postsecondary education, and
must have articulated pathways and student support
services that move students from ESL, GED, high school
diploma and career technical education programs directly
into postsecondary programs and jobs. Adult educators
must guide students through academic and career training
into postsecondary programs. By becoming an integral part
of the larger system of educational and job preparation,
adult education demonstrates its value and necessity to
economic improvement. Many facets of the changes Benest
and Keenen call for are not new ideas, and many schools
are already putting these policies into practice in creative
ways. But the imperative of the global economy demands
that all adult education programs take them very seriously
and show that we are essential to creating a competitive
workforce, now and in the future.
Source
Barber, M., M. Mourshed. September 2007. How the world’s
best-performing school systems come out on top. McKinsey &
Company.

Demonstrating Adult Education Program
Viability Through Transition Action Plans
by Susan L. Briggs, PhD
Pasadena
City College, Community Education Center
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Given the current environment in this country, adult
education programs need to show viability or relevance by
connecting their individualized missions to the federal
mission of having a trained workforce that is able to compete
in a global economy. In the keynote address at the 2011
CCAE/COABE national conference, Cheryl Keenan, the
director of the U.S Department of Education’s Office of
Vocational and Adult Education (OVAE) Department of Adult
Education and Literacy discussed the importance of
developing adult education pipelines with viable newer
programs that lead students to jobs and/or college. She
noted the need for adult education programs to have
relevant community partners at the local, state, and national
levels to help move students out of adult education and into
postsecondary education or credentialed training programs.
It is essential that adult education programs develop
relationships with community partners that provide either
postsecondary programs or workforce training. This
relationship can lead to a “pipeline” through which students
transition into further training and then into the workforce.
Introducing Transition Action Plans at the Adult Education
Level
The “pipeline” to transition can be carefully articulated
through a flexible written agreement or “Transition Action
Plan” (TAP).
A Transition Action Plan establishes
commitments and relationships between two or more
parties and serves to outline the constituents and who agrees
to do what in the TAP. More specifically in this case, the TAP
defines roles and relationships between stakeholders both
within and between the non-credit and credit college
programs. TAPs are tools that can be used to show that adult
education programs are heeding the advice of education
policy makers and leaders both in Washington, D.C., and at
the state level. This article will discuss creating TAPs and
provide an example of the implementation of a successful
TAP at the Pasadena City College (PCC) Community Education
Center (CEC).
Prior to Creating the Transition Action Plan
Before the writing of the Transition Action Plan, relationships
must be developed between the programs from which
students will transition. Transitioning students from adult
education programs to postsecondary education must be an
institutional priority at both levels. A study of numerous
adult education programs by Zafft, Kallenback, and Spohn

(2006) highlights this need, recommending that a systemwide goal of postsecondary readiness be established.
Supporting the transition of students should be an
institutional priority, especially in non-credit adult education
programs. Once this system-wide goal of postsecondary
readiness is established, then specific Transition Action Plan
roles can be defined. Equally important as having an
institutional priority for transition, administrators must be
committed to the students themselves. Administrations are
an important part of the Transition Action Plan. The
commitment of faculty to serve adult students, in addition to
their understanding of the particular needs of this student
population, plays a key role in program quality and success.
Academic and personal counseling services are also critical in
promoting student motivation toward completion. A
recommended list of specific roles involved in the Transition
Action Plan is given in the table below:

Position
Role
Administrators/ Demonstrate priority
Principals
for transition/
committed to
students/set the
culture

Reason for
Involvement
Top administrators set
the tone for divisions,
deans, coordintators,
faculty, and staff to
follow

Division leaders, Demonstrate priority
deans,
for transition/
coordinators
committed to
students/set the
culture

Divison leaders follow
the lead of
administration and
promote a culture of
transition

ESL, ABE, GED,
HSDP faculty

Demonstrate a
commitment to serve
adult students/
understand needs of
student population/
set the culture

Faculty are the point
people who directly
interact with students
and their transition
goals/often share
information

Student service
faculty
(including
counselors and
support staff)

Provide guidance and
direction/promote a
culture of
transition/set the
culture

Student service faculty
share resources with
students and give
information about
college or workforce
options

Students

Set examples/share
information/show
success/set the
culture

Students have an
important perspective
to learn from

Demonstrating Adult Education Program
Viability Through Transition Action Plans
Continued from page 6
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Integrated and Comprehensive Action Plans
Once you have recruited those who will help you to create
the Transition Action Plan, you are ready to begin the
process of writing it. Integrated and comprehensive plans
are useful in the transition process and start with vision
and goal setting. An integrated plan includes all
stakeholders working together for the same goals. Within
each of these goals, specific objectives should be written.
Each objective should have specific action steps to be
implemented. The plan should include objectives and
action steps for each role in the agency.
Implementing the Transition Action Plan
Once the Transition Action Plan is in place, copies need to
be distributed to all stakeholders. A professional learning
community may be established to help with the
implementation. Each individual assigned a task in the
action plan knows what to do and when the task should be
completed. The adult education administrator or
professional learning community facilitator can check off
tasks as they are completed.
An Example of a Transition Action Plan in Action
Pasadena City College’s CEC has a strong ESL and ABE
faculty. We are a faculty of inquiry. We know our students
and we watch for significant trends in our population. Up
until a few years ago, we had large numbers of students
who were interested in completing ESL and then going on
to get a high school diploma or GED. We guided those
students into those programs and saw some results.
However, some students seemed to stay in our upper level
classes for longer than necessary, which became a
concern.
At the same time, we began noticing that the
demographics of our students were changing. We found
that students were entering the program with higher
education levels than in previous years. Suddenly, we
found ourselves teaching ESL to doctors, lawyers, dentists,
pharmacy technicians, and other professionals. These
students wanted more education and sought higher
degrees. They saw themselves as students on the credit
campus or in workforce development training, and we

realized that we needed to also see our students in that
same light. Many students were very interested in getting
certificates or degrees, or transferring to universities.
Hence began a move to change the culture of the CEC to
be one of transition. On occasion, I began to accompany
interested students to the credit campus to help them
apply and get registered. What I discovered was that
enrolling in a community college is a very difficult process,
even when English is your first language. I approached key
stakeholders on the credit campus to begin building
relationships. I teamed up with faculty members who had
already developed bridges for transition programs from
high school to college. It was following these interactions
that we decided to put a Transition Action Plan in place for
the CEC.
Initially, we solicited 25 students who had completed our
Level 5 ESL program and gathered them together for
meetings, which were held on the credit campus. We
literally went with the students and helped them complete
applications, online orientations, and placement tests, and
we had them meet with financial aid counselors. These
students were given contracts of commitment and
assigned a case manager, as outlined in our TAP. Other
students heard about the transition program and also
wanted to be involved. Eventually, we were able to add
two college assistants so that we could increase the
number of students served. We have seen a huge increase
in students transitioning to the credit campus. Our first
cohort had 25 students. We now have 75 students on the
ESL credit campus. The Transition Action Plan was what
helped us achieve this success.
These are tough times for adult education programs.
Adult education programs need to understand what
determines success as defined by those who fund our
programs. Through our plan, the non-credit ESL program
has been able to experience a 200 percent increase in the
number of ESL students transitioning to the ESL credit
program. Establishing TAPs on transitioning to
postsecondary education is one way adult education
programs can demonstrate their commitment to
preparing students for higher education or the workplace.
The table on page 8 is an example of an Instructor Goal
Area TAP at PCC.
Continued on page 8
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Instructor Goal Area:
An ESL Bridge class will be developed and implemented to prepare students for ESL credit classes.
OBJECTIVE (What needs to be done?)
Current course needs to be supplemented to “bridge” credit ESL directives. A new text will drive this new course; it will
include more specific grammar and timed writing activities.
ACTION STEPS
(How will it be done?)

RESPONSIBILITY
(Who will do it?)

TIMELINE
(When will it be done?)

Current ESL Level 5 course
needs to be examined.
Discussions with ESL Bridge
Program credit instructor need
to happen

ESL coordinators;
ESL Bridge Program faculty
advisor; ESL Bridge Program
assistant

New textbook needs to be
determined. Supplemental
materials need to be located

ESL coordinators; ESL Bridge
Program faculty advisor; ESL
Bridge class instructors

Completed

Books are ordered for summer
classes - ESL program
administrative assistant

Instructors need to be
determined

ESL coordinators

Completed

Instructors begin teaching

Class needs to be piloted

ESL coordinators and ESL program
administrative assistant

Summer
semester

Classes are filled with ESL
Bridge students for summer
session

Class needs to be evaluated for
student success

ESL coordinators and ESL Bridge
class instructors

Summer and fall
semesters 2011

Evaluations are written

May 31

EVALUATION
(How will we know it’s done or
that it’s working?)

Acknowledgement received
from ESL Bridge Program
faculty advisor and ESL
coordinators

Source
Zafft, C., Kallenbach, S., & Spohn, J. (2006). Transitioning adults to college: Adult basic education program models. NCSALL
Occasional Paper. Cambridge, MA: Harvard Graduate School of Education.

Promising Practices Awards
by CASAS Staff
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Promising Practices Awards
The Promising Practices Awards recognize California ABE,
ASE, and ESL adult education providers who have
implemented strategies and practices to help students
attain their goals. These practices improve program
accountability, develop skills that students need in the
workplace, promote collaboration and cooperation with
other programs or agencies, promote effective student
transitions, or have potential application in other adult
programs. CASAS (Comprehensive Adult Student
Assessment System) manages the Promising Practice
Awards for the California Department of Education (CDE)
by identifying worthy agency programs through the WIA,
Title II program evaluation process, which includes
feedback from WIA II Program Evaluation Survey
responses, site visits, student learning outcome data, and
reports from other adult educators.
This year, 11 awards were given to eight different agencies.
• The Asian American Resource Center
implemented a successful system that helps students
understand the importance of CASAS Assessments.
• The Jewish Vocational Service collaborated with
the University of California, San Francisco, to design a
program to recruit and train students for quality
employment in medical administration.
• An evidence-based portfolio system that monitors
student learning outcomes as students advance through
the program and transition into college or career
pathways was developed by Mt. San Antonio College.
• Napa Valley Adult Education was awarded for two
programs: its Workplace Training Institute is a
customized language development and computer
literacy program that provides local businesses and
agencies with highly professional employee training; its
Communities of Practice program brings teachers
together to engage in collective learning to improve
student learning outcomes.
• Two agencies in the Rancho Santiago Community
College District were recognized: The first, Orange
Education Center developed STARS, Students
Transitioning and Registering Services, to offer
noncredit students the opportunity to learn about how
to transition to college credit classes at Santiago Canyon
College. The second, Santa Ana College of Continuing
Education, received an award in the area of guidance.

The college developed a program that combines
intensive counseling and student support with its
vocational business certification program.
• San Juan Unified School District Adult Education
developed a distance learning program at Howe
Avenue Elementary School to offer flexible adult
education options in its extremely large and diverse
district.
• The San Leandro Adult School received two
awards: one for its ABE Bridge and Transitions program,
which provides ESL students with the support to
transition successfully into ASE and CTE programs, and
the other for developing and implementing an effective
and efficient ESL orientation process in which the
school is able to register, assess, and place large groups
of students within a two-and-a-half-hour period.
• The Sutter County Library was awarded for its
extremely successful Citizenship Preparation Program,
which provides comprehensive support and resources
to students to help them in obtaining citizenship.
For more detailed information about these excellent
programs go to www.casas.org.

CALPRO is a state leadership project of the California
Department of Education (CDE), Adult Education
Office, http://www.cde.ca.gov. The CDE contracts with the
American Institutes for Research, http://www.air.org, to
fund CALPRO activities.
The CALPROgress periodical is published twice a year and
features issues related to adult education and literacy. It
contains news about local programs in California and
CALPRO services that support professional development to
enhance adult learning.
CALPRO invites readers to send their articles related to
professional development in adult education and literacy to
Cherise Moore at cmoore@air.org.
Read CALPROgress online at http://www.calpro-online.org.
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included a series of student information meetings and
recruitment, teacher selection and orientation, CASAS
testing and ongoing assessment dates, two one-week
student orientations at the beginning of each term, and
curriculum development time. With the calendar in place,
we were able to move forward on the project with
confidence.
Seizing the opportunity to do things a little differently, we
elected to experiment with course and term structure. We
agreed to try out courses that met daily for two hours, with
three sessions per day, for nine weeks. We piloted this for
two terms. This structure was critical for the success of
these courses. Because we established courses with clear,
concise, and relevant learning objectives, and created a
nine-week timeline, students were quite willing to commit
to the course criteria and meet the challenges of a rigorous
curriculum.
Following the recommendations we received from the
summer Integrated Programs professional learning
communities, the bridge and academic classes we offered
were Office Occupations for ESL, Computer Literacy for
ESL, Academic Writing for ESL, VESL Healthcare, and PreGED.
Curriculum Development and Ongoing Professional
Development
We knew that to have students successfully transition from
their bridge classes, we would need an extraordinary
curriculum. We decided to pull the selected teachers out
of the classroom for an extended period of time so that
they could focus on creating this contextualized
curriculum.
As part of the curriculum planning, they identified the
following criteria that needed to be included in the
curriculum:
• Articulation and coordination with other courses
• Focus and rigor
• Information seeking, media, technology, and
academic skills
• Higher order and critical thinking skills
• Collaboration and communication skills
The instructors began their curriculum work by meeting
with the CTE and ABE instructors. They gathered the
textbooks, readings, and any other materials that were
being used in the non-ESL courses.

After reviewing the materials, they identified the key
grammar, topic-specific vocabulary, and math items
necessary for students to be successful in the classes they
were transitioning to, and began putting together a highly
contextualized, multi-level curriculum based on those
materials.
The instructors also examined best practices from the field
and integrated the necessary academic, technology, and
21st century skills into the curriculum. To accomplish all of
this in one nine-week curriculum, the instructors had to
embrace a notional-functional approach to student
learning. The key grammar structures and/or phrases
focused on were explicitly taught and used repeatedly
throughout the term. Rather than building a wide
foundation of grammar built over an 18-week term, the
curriculum had a narrow focus that went deep in an
intensive 9-week term.
Course and Student Criteria
Knowing that a nine-week course and 90 hours of
instruction is rigorous, selecting course and student
criteria became critically important to the success of this
pilot. The expectations were as follows:
• No less than 80 hours of class time.
• If more than 15 minutes late, time was deducted
from attendance hours.
• If a student missed class, they were expected to
contact the instructor and another student to get
daily assignments.
All students who completed the courses with 80 hours or
more and passing assessment scores received an official
certificate of completion stating the acquired skills.
Defining the course criteria was an essential element in
this pilot. Because teachers communicated these
expectations up front and consistently upheld the
expectations throughout the term, students came to class
daily and on time.
Each course had enrollment criteria. In general, students
needed to be at the Beginning High level of proficiency or
higher (as determined by CASAS reading scores) to be
successful in these classes. We assessed students using
CASAS and additional listening, speaking, and written
placement assessments.

Bringing Policy into Practice: An ESL bridge pilot
Continued from page 10
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Student Recruitment
Our intention for this pilot was to begin small and go big.
We envisioned recruiting about 40 to 50 students already
enrolled in our general ESL program from three of our main
campuses across Oakland.
The first step we took was to hold several informational
meetings on various days and times to share course
information and to gauge student interest in the classes we
were planning to offer. We shared the course information,
the assessment criteria to gain entry, and the student
commitment needed in order to be successful.
We also explained that all interested and qualified students
had to attend every day of orientation in order to be
registered for their class or classes. At the end of the
informational meetings we had a list of approximately 60
students who were interested. We then checked the CASAS
scores and proficiency levels of each student and invited
approximately 50 students who met the criteria to attend
the orientation class. We hand delivered invitations that
included detailed information, such as start and end dates,
course titles and meeting times, parking information, bus
routes, and a basic map.
Student Orientation
I cannot stress enough the importance of a good and
flexible student orientation. It allows time for students to
be accurately and holistically assessed. It provides a space
to communicate the course objectives and expectations in
various ways. It gives students time to explore and
document their short-term and long-term goals as well as
create action plans. It allots time to imparting successful
study skills and introducing the learning tools they’ll
encounter. It also gives students a chance to decide if they
are ready to commit. And ultimately, it is essential in
creating a sense of community and establishing student
cohorts. An orientation class sets the tone for a 21st
century skill-based experience.
At the start of each term, the instructors team-taught a
one-week orientation class. For this pilot there were four
main goals of student orientation—building a cohort, goal
setting, assessment and learning support, and
communicating expectations. Of these goals, the most
important was to establish student cohorts. With such
rigorous criteria and curriculum we knew that student
success would require substantial supports, including
interdependent learning strategies, study group set-up,
and, in some cases, a ride to class.

A large component of this orientation was goal setting.
Students were given the opportunity and time to consider
their goals and identify the steps needed to achieve those
goals. Additionally, the instructors introduced various
learning scaffolds such as graphic and information
organizers and structured classroom discourse prompts,
and provided instruction on how and why these tools are
used by successful learners. Assessments were
administered at various points throughout the week, and
results were shared right away.
For the orientation, we decided to implement Individual
Learning Plans (ILPs) that could be shared across program
areas and that held pertinent information about each
student. By the end of orientation week, student
assessment data, goals, attendance, and course
enrollment were documented on their ILPs. With ILPs in
hand, students met with counselors who provided
guidance on the specifics of high school transcripts,
getting a GED, and other resources that would help along
the journey.
Conclusion
On the first day of orientation, 46 students showed up,
and at the end of orientation 26 students remained. By the
end of the first term, only one student disappeared,
leaving us with 25 students to continue. What made this
pilot successful were the structural changes. That is,
moving from 18-week terms to 9-week terms, moving
from three-hour per day classes to two-hour classes for
three sessions every day, and establishing and enforcing
attendance criteria. In the post-pilot student interviews
we learned that students were much more able to commit
to an intensive 9-week course than they would have been
to an 18-week course. Many students said that they were
able to adjust to the attendance criteria and were
motivated and excited by the course content. They also
reported an interest in having three sessions to attend,
which gave them even more opportunity to learn. Most of
these students attended two sessions Monday through
Friday, for 20 hours per week total. All of the students who
persisted said they liked what they learned, that they
learned quickly, and that they would continue in the
program. OACE has grown tremendously from this
process and program, and we have found a way to provide
a much-needed service to our students.

Improving Student Learning Through
Professional Learning Communities
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by Jack Bailey
ESL Director, Santa Barbara Continuing Education

“The most successful organization of the future will be a
learning organization where people continually expand
their capacity to create the results they truly desire.”
–Peter Senge
Director of the Center for
Organizational Learning at MIT
It is in the spirit of this quote that more than 20 Santa
Barbara Continuing Education ESL instructors have been
meeting regularly for nearly a year in professional learning
communities (PLCs) to discuss their students’ learning. At
the heart of their discussions is an analysis of what
students are learning (not what’s being taught) and how
they learn it. The group work is driven by four primary
questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

What do all students need to know and be
able to do?
How do we teach so that all students will
learn?
How will we know if they have learned it?
What will we do if they don’t know or if they
come to us already knowing?

Each PLC is an educational team committed to working
collaboratively in ongoing processes of collective inquiry
and action research to achieve better results for the
students they serve. PLCs operate under the assumption
that the key to improved learning for students is
continuous, job-embedded learning for educators.
Essential Learning
The first order of business for the PLCs has been the
identification of “Essential Learning.” This is the course
content and skills that PLC members agree are so vital to
courses and which all instructors agree to both teach and
assess. As you might imagine, with many instructors
teaching the same ESL levels, consensus in Essential
Learning is not always easy!

Common Formative Assessments
After Essential Learning, another priority for PLCs is the
creation of “Common Formative Assessments.” In a
nutshell, these are assessments of the Essential Learning,
created by a team of teachers responsible for the same
level or course, and administered at the same time to all
students in that level or course. PLC participants may then
receive valuable feedback about their students’ progress,
which they can analyze as a group and use to make
informed decisions to better serve their students.
Additionally, the assessments are formative in that they
are assessment for learning and not of learning. They are
given before and during the teaching process, with the
intention to be used as a guide to improve teaching and
learning.
PLCs have proven to have many benefits for our ESL
program:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clarification of priority course content
Clearer articulation of the six ESL levels
Continuous program improvement
Encouragement of collegial sharing of
resources
Standardization of measures of student
success
Creation of a sense of community among PLC
members
Joy of exploration and learning

PLCs have allowed us to move from a focus on teaching to
a focus on learning and ongoing improvement. But don’t
just take my word for it–here are some recent thoughts
shared by current PLC participants:
“I have been able to offer more assessments and get
immediate feedback from the students and witness results
that allow me to tailor the class to their needs.”

Professional Development
from OTAN
by OTAN Staff
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“I have been able to collaborate and interface with
colleagues that I would not get to know professionally.
The exchange of ideas and information is so valuable for
ESL educators since we work alone.”
“PLC participation builds my confidence in the material
that has been identified as level-appropriate (and
essential)–sometimes outside of what has been
identified in the text. PLC participation provides
assurance that I am ‘on the right track.’”
In our program the work of the PLCs has led to an
examination of the entire ESL curriculum. Last spring an
ESL curriculum task force was initiated with the charge to
make curriculum recommendations with the goal of
helping student achieve language goals as quickly and
efficiently as possible. Activities have included a
literature review, surveys of all stakeholders (e.g.,
teachers, students, employers) and a review of other ESL
programs. Task force recommendations will strongly
influence the curriculum’s new scope/sequence and
course outlines being written in early 2012. It’s likely that
our curriculum will be shorter and more vocationally
focused, with level promotions better defined.
Additionally, the task force has heartily agreed that all
new courses must allow students to readily identify an
education pathway from where they’ve entered classes
to their ultimate objective in learning English.

OTAN offers many workshops and webinars on technology
topics for a variety of program areas. Using the new
Professional
Development
Calendar
at
www.CAAdultEdTraining.org, you can now search by
region, delivery mode (online or face to face), or sponsor.
Regional, state, and national conferences are included,
along with professional development offerings from
CALPRO, CASAS, OTAN, and the Adult Education Office at
the California Department of Education.
Another tool to help you guide your professional
development is OTAN’s Teacher Digest. Once a month,
OTAN members receive an e-mail with information about
upcoming workshops and other events. Also included are
summaries of the latest news articles, the featured Webbased activity of the month, and links to useful resources
recently added to the OTAN Web site, be they curriculum
for building career and postsecondary education
awareness, or strategies for fostering 21st century skills.
OTAN also offers two one-year academies for practitioners.
The Technology Integration Mentor Academy (TIMAC)
offers training and support for using technology effectively
in the classroom. Those wishing to improve their
knowledge and ability in regard to teaching online will be
interested in the Online Teaching Academy (OTAC). Both of
these projects have accepted participants for 2011–12 and
are under way. Applications will be available in March for
the following year, and due in May.
Watch the OTAN Web site, www.otan.us, for updates.

CALPRO PLC INSTITUTE COMING SOON!
Is your school ready for real change and real results? Apply to CALPRO’s Professional Learning Communities Institute.
The PLC Institute provides agencies with the training needed to develop and sustain a PLC process focusing on improved
student learning results through embedded, ongoing professional development. The Institute includes face-to-face
training days – two in January and two in May – plus online activities supporting learning and implementation.
Applications are available now; agencies must apply in teams composed of an administrator and a teacher leader.

Online Professional Development:
A Wide Array of Options
by Catherine Green, Research Analyst
14 CALPRO Staff
In 2011–12, CALPRO‘s online program will offer adult
educators access to more research-based professional
development than ever before. The expanded menu of
online options includes 16 facilitated, asynchronous
courses on 12 topics, six facilitated workshops in real time,
three Virtual Workrooms and associated electronic
Communities of Practice, five self-directed online courses,
four series of Webinars, a video library with 50 videos, and
two sets of self-assessments and individual professional
development plans. The newest products and services
are highlighted below.
Visit http://www.calproonline.org/onlineCourses.asp for registration and
additional information, or to download the 2011–12
catalog (a 24-page PDF file).
Rich in multimedia, engaging tasks, and application
activities, CALPRO’s newest self-directed course on Adult
Learning and Development completes the suite of three
courses that also includes Learner Persistence and Learner
Goal Setting in Adult Education Programs. Here adult
educators work independently, without a facilitator or
other participants; estimated completion time for a course
is 12 hours, and educators may choose to complete one or
more sections of the course at their own pace. Individuals
may elect to partner with one or more colleagues at their
agency or work on their own, accessing the course
whenever convenient over a three-month period.
Registration and additional details are available at
http://www.calpro-online.org/selfdirectedcourses.asp.
CALPRO’s new Management Competencies SelfAssessment provides the adult education administrator
with an opportunity to assess his or her own skills in 21
competencies spanning seven different categories.
Besides assessing his or her own skill in the competencies,
the administrator determines the areas of greatest
relevance and identifies whether or not the competency is
a goal for this year. As with its corresponding online tool
for teachers, the Instructor Competencies Self-Assessment
results are confidential and available instantly.
Accompanying the results is a series of recommended PD
resources for each high-ranking competency that forms
the basis of an annual, individual PD plan. For more
information, visit
http://www.calproonline.org/competencies/selfassessments.asp.
Other new products to be unveiled this year include a
Virtual Workroom and companion electronic Community
of Practice focusing on Best Practices in ABE Reading

Instruction; two facilitated online courses on
Postsecondary Transitions, Sessions 1 and 2; and a new
series of Webinars associated with each electronic
Community of Practice (e-CoP), each of which is
introduced below.
The new Virtual Workroom on Best Practices in ABE
Reading Instruction will provide adult educators with a
range of professional development resources focusing on
three areas:
1. Direct, explicit instruction
2. Other instructional and classroom management
strategies
3. Related research and additional resources
Anchoring the new Virtual Workroom is a series of short
videos of ABE teachers instructing their learners in reading
and also modeling direct, explicit instruction and other
best practices. Accompanying each video is a pre- and postviewing application activity, along with related research
and additional recommendations for further study. The
Virtual Workroom will open in winter 2011–12, along with
its associated Community of Practice. For more
information on this and CALPRO’s other two Virtual
Workrooms and e-CoPs, which focus on multilevel ESL
instruction and on workforce readiness, visit
http://www.calproonline.org/VirtualWorkroom/default.asp.
New in 2011–12, each e-CoP will sponsor two Webinars on
current and emerging priority topics; educators may
register for these Webinars using the Event Calendar on
CALPRO’s Web site, http://www.calpro-online.org.
Finally, federal and state policy and funding practices
clearly identify helping adult learners make effective
transitions to postsecondary education as a top priority for
adult education, including adult literacy instruction.
Toward this end, CALPRO is developing two facilitated
online courses on postsecondary transitions. In both
courses, participants work in agency teams to develop an
integrated, comprehensive plan for implementing a
coherent, effective postsecondary transition program. In
Session 1 participants identify best practices and strategies
to implement a successful postsecondary transition
program. In Session 2, participants assess their agency’s
degree of readiness to implement a postsecondary
transition program, and identify strategic leverage points
for implementing their own agency’s action plan. For
registration
and
additional
information,
visit
http://www.calpro-online.org/facilasynchcourses.asp.
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Dr. Cherise G. Moore

Dr. Marcela Movit

Cherise G. Moore, Ph.D., is a Senior
Researcher with the American
Institutes for Research, where she is
serving with CALPRO. Dr. Moore has
held various educational positions.
She has taught as an elementary
school teacher, an adult education
teacher, and a high school teacher.
She has also been a program
coordinator, program director,
summer school principal, adult
school director, and district-level administrator.

Dr. Marcela Movit recently joined
the CALPRO project. She brings with
her expertise in the area of adult
literacy policy at the state and
national level. She has provided
technical assistance to agencies in
Pennsylvania, working extensively
with adult education and family
literacy programs across the state to
help them use the state’s data
management system for program
improvement. She previously worked on the Transitioning
English Language Learners (TELL) project, which identified
best practices in helping English language learners
transition from ESL into Adult Basic Education, Adult
Secondary Education, or GED test preparation. She is
currently working on the National Reporting System (NRS)
project and the Aligning Adult Education National
Leadership Activities Across Content Areas (ALAC) project
with the American Institutes for Research (AIR).

Dr. Moore served as program director for the Tempe
Union High School District’s Adult Education Program in
Tempe, Arizona, from 2000 to 2004, and served as the
director of adult education for the Burbank Unified School
District from 2004 through 2009. Most recently, she
served as the director of educational support services for
Burbank Unified School District. Under her leadership,
Burbank Adult School had two successful Categorical
Program Monitorings, received a six-year clear WASC
accreditation, and was selected for a 2009 CASAS
Promising Practices Award.
Dr. Moore previously served on the CDE Adult Education
Field Partnership Team, the CDE Adult Education Strategic
Planning Steering Committee, and the CALPRO
Professional Advisory Board. She has also served as a
trainer and presenter specializing in the areas of new
administrators and leadership, fiscal management,
advocacy, strategic planning, and collaborations and
partnerships for CALPRO, CASAS, and OTAN as well as for
CCAE, CAEAA, and ACSA conferences. She has also held
various offices in the adult education professional
organizations, including serving in CCAE as the South Coast
Section legislative chair, section president and 2010 state
conference chair; and serving as secretary, president-elect
and state president for the California Adult Education
Administrators Association. Dr. Moore has received
numerous honors and awards, and in April 2011 she was
recognized by the California Council on Adult Education
and was the recipient of the Merit Award. Dr. Moore
received her Ph.D. in Public Administration and her M.Ed.
in Educational Administration and Leadership from
Arizona State University. She also received an M.A. in
Urban Planning and her B.A. in Political Science from the
University of California, Los Angeles.

Dr. Movit’s other areas of expertise include education
policy, comparative and international education, bilingual
education, language policy in schools, and issues of equal
educational opportunity for minority students. Dr. Movit
received her Ph.D. in Education Theory and Policy from
Penn State University. She earned her M.Ed. in bilingual
education from the University of Houston and her B.A. in
Sociology and Spanish (with a specialization in translation)
from Rice University.
Calendar of Events
November 2–4, 2011
ACSA Adult Education Conference, Sacramento, CA
December 3–7, 2011
Learning Forward Annual Conference, Anaheim, CA
January 26–27, 2012
CAEAA Annual Conference, Long Beach, CA
April 10–13, 2012
COABE National Conference, Norfolk, VA
May 4–5, 2012
CCAE State Conference, Fresno, CA
June 12–14, 2012
CASAS Summer Institute, San Diego, CA

State of the Field
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The clear image of the future draws them forward
–but people must accept the vision as their own.
People must believe that leaders have their interests
at heart. Leaders breathe life into the hopes and
dreams of others and enable others to see the
exciting possibilities that the future holds. Leaders
forge a unity of purpose by showing constituents that
the dream is for the common good.
Challenge the process: Leaders venture out. Leaders
can’t be effective with the status quo—they must
challenge the process. Leaders are pioneers —willing
to step out into the unknown. Innovation comes
more from listening than telling. A leader’s primary
contribution is the recognition of good ideas and the
willingness to challenge the system to get new
products, services, and systems adopted.
Transformational leaders show new ways of looking
at old problems, and they challenge the existing
boundaries.
Enable others to act: Leadership is a team effort —
it is “we,” not “I”. Leaders engage those who make
the project work and those who must live with it.
Leaders make it possible for others to do good work.
Leaders work to make people feel strong, capable,
committed, and able to do more than they ever
imagined. Leaders strengthen everyone’s capacity to
deliver on the promises they make.
Encourage the heart: Leaders appreciate everyone’s
contributions. Leaders create a culture of
celebration. It is not just feel-good activities—it is
serious business. It is how leaders visibly and
behaviorally link rewards with performance. These
celebrations and rituals build a strong collective
identity and community spirit that can lead a group
through tough times.
Today, adult education is being redefined by a confluence of
factors in the outside environment. We are facing significant
shifts in many dimensions:
• Increasing cultural diversity of customers
• Shifting balances in the local, national, and world
economy
• Radically new technologies
• Evolving social values
• Changing demands and skills of employees
• Unexpected competition from unfamiliar angles
• Challenges in revenue source

We must be able to look beyond the current situation and
see the big picture and potential for our organization. Build
bridges with leaders and policy makers to become a
powerful force for change. We must deeply and actively
work to increase people’s awareness of the benefits of adult
education and its potential to change communities. I have
said that as leaders we must understand the situation, we
must see it as a whole, and we must see the interrelationships of all the parts.
We must do more than this. We must see the evolving
situation, the developing situation. We must use our
wisdom and our judgment in a situation that is not
stationary, but changing all the time. As transformational
leaders we do not merely draw logical conclusions from the
array of facts of the past, we have a vision for the future.
Our change initiatives must be seen as part of a whole,
which includes other systems and projects. The solution
must support change. The leader as architect must manage
this change.
And this is what I want to leave you with: Every individual
who truly wants to make a difference is capable of
greatness. I truly believe this. What is required is an
approach that leverages the considerable expertise, talent,
passion, and creativity that exists within us. And I will end
where I began: “Adult education is in transition and we have
a great opportunity to become partners in predicting and
defining the future of adult education, and to change the
world as we know it.” Thank you for the opportunity to have
served as your state director. I believe in the work that you
do: I believe in you.
Welcome, Patricia Terry — New Administrator of CDE
Adult Education Office
An educator since 1970, Pat spent over 27 years as a classroom
science teacher. She spent nine years at the Middle College
High School at Southwest Tennessee Community College and
occasionally taught General Biology at the college on an
adjunct basis. Her district level work includes curriculum
development and science specialist providing professional
development and technical assistance to teachers of science
and mathematics under the National Science Foundationfunded Memphis Urban Systemic Program. During her nineyear tenure at the California Department of Education (CDE)
she has served as an Education Programs Consultant in several
divisions. Prior to her appointment as administrator of the
Adult Education Office, she served as administrator of the
Educational Options Office.
Look for more from Pat in the Spring 2012 CALPROgress.

